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Analysis of the optical properties and structure of sculptured thin films
from spectroscopic Mueller matrix ellipsometry
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Abstract

The Mueller matrices describing oblique incidence reflection and normal incidence transmission have been measured for
sculptured thin films(STFs) by glancing angle deposition with simultaneous substrate rotation. In data reduction, the 15
parameters of the(1,1)-normalized real Mueller matrix are converted to the six parameters of the(2,2)-normalized complex Jones
matrix. Two computational methods yield excellent agreement in the real and imaginary parts of the complex amplitude ratios
r andr obtained in reflection(or t and t obtained in transmission). Multilayer optical analysis has been developed thatps sp ps sp

employs step-wise variations of the principal axis Euler angles, associated with the local uniaxial structure in successive sublayers,
in order to simulate variations in the column orientation with depth into the film. Such analysis has elucidated the Bragg resonance
characteristics exhibited by the optical rotation of chiral STFs.
� 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Sculptured thin films(STFs) can be prepared by
physical vapor deposition(PVD) at glancing angle with
simultaneous substrate rotation and source flux direc-
tional control w1x. The PVD conditions are chosen to
ensure a well-defined columnar morphology. Fig. 1
shows the deposition geometry along with the anglesF

andQ that define the source flux direction with respect
to a coordinate system(x, y, z) fixed in the substrate
(wherez is normal to the surface). The columns in the
film are azimuthally aligned in the flux direction, and a
well-defined relationship, e.g. the tangent rulew2x, is
often found between the flux angleQ and the polar
column angleu (measured with respect to thez axis
and serving as one of two Euler angles that define the
local film structure). Thus, by varyingF and Q vs.
time during deposition, one can ‘sculpt’ novel morphol-
ogies with tailored optical anisotropies.
In this report, we describe the first application of high

speed Mueller matrix ellipsometry in reflection and
transmission to characterize non-absorbing STFs. The
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measured Mueller matrix is converted to complex ampli-
tude reflection or transmission ratios that are fit using
an optical model. In this model, the orientation of the
principal axis coordinate system(x9, y9, z9) of the locally
uniaxial film structure is described by its azimuthal and
polar Euler angles(f, u) with respect to the(x, y, z)
system of the substrate and incident wave. A continuous
evolution of the column direction with film depth can
be approximated using a multilayer stack with stepwise
variation in the Euler angles from one sublayer to the
next. From this modeling, we can determine the film
structure, including the thicknesses, void volume frac-
tions, and Euler angles, as well as the film optical
properties, including spectra of the average of the
principal refractive indicesn s(1y2)(n qn ) and ofav x9 z9

the birefringenceDnsn yn . The importance of az9 x9

direct measurement of the full spectroscopic Mueller
matrix is also emphasized. This matrix can be applied
to determine the response of the STF to any incident
wavelength and polarization state, provided that one
uses the same optical configuration as that in which the
matrix is measured.

2. Experimental details

Two types of STFs prepared by electron beam evap-
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Fig. 1.(a) The geometry, and(b) and(c) azimuthal angular variations
with time used for chevron and chiral STF fabrication by glancing
angle deposition.

Fig. 2. Real part ofr obtained experimentally for the chevron STFsp

and computed from the 2=2 Mueller matrix URB(r : line) and fromre
sp

the LLB and LRB(r : points). Two different ULB normalizationsre
sp1

were required in these computations.

oration have been investigated as shown in Fig. 1. The
first film is a Ta O chevron STF, so named because of2 5

the film morphology observed in cross-section by scan-
ning electron microscopy(SEM) w3x. This STF is
prepared to a thicknessd;2.7 mm with a singleDFs
1808 step halfway through the deposition. The second
film is a MgF chiral STF prepared to a thicknessd;4.72

mm with continuous substrate rotationF(t)sF yvt0

w4x. In this case, 12.3 clockwise substrate rotations yield
a right-handed helicoidal morphology(counter-clock-
wise rotation off in progression from the substrate to
the surface).
These STFs have been studied using a dual rotating-

compensator multichannel ellipsometer. In this instru-
ment, MgF biplate compensators, before and after the2

sample, rotate synchronously at 5v and 3v, wherevy
2ps2 Hz w5,6x. The linear photodiode array detector is
read 36 times per optical periodpyvs0.25 s. From
these 36 integrations, one can determine spectra in the
25 non-zero d.c. and d.c.-normalizedwcos(2nvt),
sin(2nvt)x Fourier coefficients{ I , wa 9, b 9x; ns1,...,0 2n 2n

8, 10, 11, 13, 16} of the detected irradiance. Expressions
have been reported that describe all 16 Mueller matrix
elements in terms of the 25 coefficients and the instru-
ment calibration data, which includes the polarizer and
analyzer offset angles(P , A ), the spectra in theS S

compensators’ phase angle(C , C ) and retardanceS1 S2

(d , d ), and the spectral response functionI w5x.1 2 00

The experimental reflection ratiosr 'r yr spp pp ss

tanc exp(iD ), r 'r yr stanc exp(iD ), andpp pp ps ps ss ps ps

r 'r yr stanc exp(iD ) (or the similarly-definedsp sp ss sp sp

transmission ratiost , t , and t ) to be used inpp ps sp

modeling are obtained by inverting the equationw7x:

y1MspAØ(JØJ*)ØA q(1yp)M , (1)D

where M is the measured Mueller matrix,J is the
deduced Jones matrix, andA is the 4=4 conversion
matrix w8x. The second term includes the possibility of
random depolarization, where 1yp describes the frac-
tion of reflected(or transmitted) flux that is depolarized
andM is the Mueller matrix for a perfect depolarizer.D

w(M ) sM ; otherwise (M ) s0.x This term canD 11 11 D ij

simulate the collection of multiply-scattered light from
the samplew9x or stray light in the detectorw10x and
serves to improve Mueller–Jones conversion consist-
ency. Because 15(1,1)-normalized Mueller matrix ele-
ments are available, whereas seven parameters are
obtained in the Eq.(1) inversion, there are different
ways to obtain the three complex amplitude ratios.
Elsewhere we have provided two equations forr andps

r and one equation each forr , ±r ± , ±r ± , ±r ± ,2 2 2
sp pp pp ps sp

and p, a total of 14 of 15 possible equationsw11x
(Analogous expressions are available fort).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Chevron STF

Fig. 2 shows representative results for the two ways
of determining the spectrum in the real part ofr assp

measured for the Ta O chevron STF in reflection at an2 5

incidence angle ofu s70.208"0.058. Evidently, the filmi

is optically anisotropic sincer should vanish other-sp

wise. The result designatedr (solid line) is obtainedre
sp

from the upper right 2=2 Mueller matrix block(URB)
with an upper-left-block(ULB) normalization, whereas
the result designatedr (points) is obtained by com-re

sp1

bining the 2=2 lower left block(LLB) and lower right
block (LRB), but with a different ULB normalization
w11x. The agreement between the two spectra is very
good, with the largest deviations occurring near the
Ta O interband onset where the anisotropy is sup-2 5
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Fig. 3. Spectra in the real and imaginary parts ofr andr for thesp ps

chevron STF obtained experimentally and from a best-fit using a two-
layer anisotropic model for the film.

pressed. Typically, the amplitude ratios obtained by
different methods exhibit differences in(c , c , c )pp ps sp

of no more than 0.058, demonstrating the consistency of
the Mueller matrix with Eq.(1) w10x. For the STFs,
such differences are sometimes larger due to the high
frequency fringe patterns and depolarization that is
inadequately modeled with a single parameter.
Fig. 3 shows experimental data inr andr (points)ps sp

for the chevron STF over the range where the film is
non-absorbing. The best fits(lines) adopt a two-layer
model yielding microstructural and optical information
via an initial grid search and least squares regression.
The deduced microstructural information includes the

thicknesses and Euler angles for the top and bottom
layers of the film (d , f , u ) and (d , f , u ),1 1 1 2 2 2

respectively. The polar angles are assumed to be identi-
cal for both layers(u su ). In the Euler angle defini-1 2

tions, the rotations transform the ‘unprimed’ or
substrateywave coordinate system into the ‘primed’ or
principal axis system of each columnar film. Herez
points into the substrate perpendicular to its surface and
z9 points into the film parallel to its columns. Thus,u is
the angle directed fromz to z9, and f is the anglei

directed fromx (i.e. the axis of intersection of the plane
of incidence with the sample surface) to x9 (i.e. the axis
in the surface plane orthogonal to the projection of the
column axis in this plane). Best-fit parameters include
(d , f )s(1.308 mm, 758), (d , f )s(1.335 mm,1 1 2 2

2558), andus308 (lines in Fig. 3).

Optical information can also be deduced in the fit of
Fig. 3. A Sellmeier form for the dielectric functiońb
of the Ta O columns is assumed, given by´ (E)y2 5 b

´ sA y(E yE ). The principal dielectric function2 2 2
` 0

components are then given by the following two effec-
tive medium theory limits:́ s(1yf )´ qf , for noz9 v b v

screening(electric fields parallel to the boundaries), and
(´ ) s(1yf )(´ ) qf , for maximum screeningy1 y1

x9 v b v

(fields perpendicular to the boundaries) w12x. With this
model, the best-fit Sellmeier parameters are(´ , E ,` 0

A)s(3.966, 3.136 eV, 0.476 eV) and the best-fit void
volume fraction isf s0.034. A birefringence ofDnsv

n yn s0.069 is obtained in the limit of low frequen-z9 x9

cies. This is the key parameter to be maximized for
applications of the films in polarization-modifying
devicesw3x.
The best-fit parameters for the chevron STF are found

to be in good agreement with expectations based on the
fabrication procedure as well as with SEM images. First,
the thicknesses of the two layers agree within 2%,
consistent with the single substrate rotation after one-
half the deposition time has elapsed. In addition, the
difference in azimuthal Euler angles for the two layers
is Dfsf yf s1808, matchingDF used in fabrica-2 1

tion. Estimates from the SEM images(at a different
region of the film than that measured optically) yield
thicknesses ofd s1.313 mm and d s1.374 mm, and1 2

polar Euler angles ofu ;u ;358, in reasonable agree-1 2

ment with the best-fit values. Perhaps the most critical
assumption in the analysis of such films is that of the
two-layer model. It is expected that such films exhibit
void gradients and surface roughness, and these should
be incorporated for improved results.

3.2. Chiral STF

Fig. 4 shows results for the two ways of determining
±t ± from the Mueller matrix for the MgF chiral STF2
pp 2

measured in transmission at normal incidence. Evidently,
the film is anisotropic since this spectrum deviates from
unity. The result in Fig. 4 designated±t ± (closed2

pp

circles) is obtained viat and t from the Muellerre im
pp pp

matrix LRB with ULB normalization, whereas the result
designated±t ± (open circles) is obtained directly2

pp1

from the ULB alonew11x. The agreement is excellent
on this scale with even the very weak oscillations being
reproduced in both spectra. The spectral range in Fig. 4
is confined to the region of an observed resonance,
analogous to the Cotton effect in homogeneous chiral
media w13x. This resonance is expected to occur at a
wavelengthl ;n P, whereP;(4.7y12.3) mm;0.380 av

mm is the pitch of the chiral film andn s(1y2)(n qav x9

n ) is the average of the two principal indices ofz9

refraction. Based on this simple formula,n is predictedav

to ben s0.44y0.38;1.16 w13x.av

In analyzing(t , t , t ) at normal incidence, onepp ps sp
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Fig. 4. Modulus-squared oft for the chiral STF from the LRB ofpp

the Mueller matrix with ULB normalization(±t ± : solid points) and2
pp

from the ULB alone(±t ± : open points).2
pp1

Fig. 5. A comparison oft spectra obtained in simulations of there
pp

chiral STF using single and multiple transfer matrices; the simulations
incorporate structural and optical parameters that have been found to
fit experimental data such as those of Fig. 4.

can rotationally transform Berreman’s equationw14x to
derive a single transfer matrix for the chiral filmw15x.
This procedure is not straightforward at non-normal
incidence w16x, and in addition, cannot be applied to
model non-uniformities with depth into the film. Thus,
we have adopted a model usable under both such
circumstances. In this model, a film of thicknessd and
pitch P is treated as a product ofN transfer matrices
each for a uniaxial sublayer of thicknessDdsdyN. The
azimuthal Euler anglef is stepped from the surface
( js1) to the substrate( jsN) according tof sf qj 0

(Nyj)Df, where f is the value at the substrate0

interface andDfs(2pyN)(dyP) is the sublayer step.
Fig. 5 shows a comparison of two simulations intrepp

using the single and multilayer transfer matrix approach-
es. The following parameters found to best fit the data
(see, e.g. Fig. 4) are used in both simulations:ds4.7
mm, Ps0.382 mm, us318, n (l )s1.192, andav 0

Dn(l )sn (l )yn (l )s0.066. Dispersions in(n ,0 z9 0 x9 0 x9

n ) are incorporated, but these are relatively weak andz9

will not be described. We omit a linear void gradient—
needed to reasonably fit the data—because it cannot be
incorporated into the single layer simulation. The num-
ber of layers in the multilayer simulation is set atNs
3000, yieldingDds15.7 A andDfs1.458. This level˚
of discretization generates excellent agreement with the
single layer simulation fort , as shown in Fig. 5, asre

pp

well as for the other amplitude transmission ratios. This
result lends confidence in the multilayer approach, which
is advantageous in solving a wider range of STF
problems.
Rather than describing the application of our multi-

layer model in a structural analysis for the chiral STF
(as for the chevron STF above), we demonstrate simu-
lations of spectra collected in transmission at oblique

incidence as in Ref.w17x. In our study, experimental
Mueller matrices acquired(rapidly) vs. u for the chirali

STF can be used to deduce spectra in the optical rotation
DQ and imposed ellipticityDx. This is done by multi-
plying the incident(i) beam Stokes vector for linearly
polarized light with tilt angleQ s08 and ellipticityi

anglex s08 by the Mueller matrix so as to extract thei

transmitted(t) beam Stokes vector and its anglesQ st
DQ andx sDx. Alternatively, Mueller matrix measure-t

ment can be bypassed in favor of a high-speed
transmitted beam Stokes vector measurement of the
chiral STF using incident linearly polarized lightw13x.
The upper panel of Fig. 6 shows just such results. In

these experiments, the resonance appearing nearl s0
0.44 mm at u s08 is found to shift to shorterl (andi

out of the spectral range) with increasingu . Interesting-i

ly, a second resonance enters the spectral range from
the near infrared and also shifts to shorterl with
increasingu . It is this second resonance whoseDQi

variation with u is plotted in the top panel of Fig. 6.i

The corresponding results in the bottom panel are
derived from the multilayer theory, using the same
parameters listed above(again neglecting the void gra-
dient, which has a negligible effect on the predictedl ).0

Overall excellent agreement is observed between the
resonance positions from experiment and theory as
shown in Fig. 7. The experimental spectra exhibit a
much more gradual amplitude increase withu in Fig.i

6, however, and this is attributed to coherence loss as
the optical path length increases.
The resonance positions, i.e. the peaks inDQ, in Fig.

7, are consistent with simple Bragg theory such that to
achieve resonance, the projection ofm pitches onto the
propagation vector of the light wave must match the
wavelength in the film. This condition is given by
l ;mP(n ysin u ) and the expressions forms(1,2 2 1y2
0 av i

2) are plotted in Fig. 7(light lines). These results
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Fig. 6. Results from experiment top and multilayer theory for the
optical rotation of an incident linearly polarized wave upon transmis-
sion through the chiral STF, at different incidence angles. The theory
uses a parameter set that fits normal incidence data.

Fig. 7. Wavelengthl of the resonance inDQ plotted vs. incidence0

angle for the experimental data(triangles) and multilayer theory of
Fig. 6 (bold lines); also included is the result of a simple Bragg
condition calculation in which the wavelength of light in the film is
assumed to match the projection ofm chiral pitches onto the light
wave propagation vector(light lines).

provide a clear experimental verification of Bragg res-
onance behavior for a chiral STF.

4. Summary

Dual rotating-compensator multichannel ellipsometry
has been applied to measure spectra in the full Mueller

matrices in reflection and transmission for sculptured
thin films. Different methods of converting the Mueller
matrix to the Jones matrix yield similar results, demon-
strating the internal consistency of the former. Using
multilayer theory to model the amplitude reflection and
transmission ratios, we gain structural information such
as thicknesses, Euler angles, chiral pitch, void fraction
and its gradients, as well as optical information, namely,
the spectra in the principal refractive indices. The
Mueller matrix provides the transmitted polarization
state for any incident state and demonstrates that the
resonances in the optical rotation spectra of chiral thin
films exhibit Bragg characteristics. Because of the high-
speed nature of our Mueller matrix measurement, real
time analysis of STFs during deposition will be explored
in future research.
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